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Welcome to January 2024! 

Welcome you all, this is Anthony Diaz here and we are ready to march 

a new year in! 

What does that look like for you out there with our readers? For me 

here at Rosa’s Chante we have already cleared and cleaned away all 

signs of Christmas 2023 and are getting ready for 2024. 

We all know that the winter ramp up of Covid, influenza and RSV is 

occurring and it is a good time to make dure that everyone is  

practicing good hand sanitation and, if necessary, masks. 

With that said, it is also time to look ahead at what the new year might mean for you! 

And perhaps it might mean advertising with us at the Caregiver Newsletter, or maybe you 

may have some information that you would like to share on these pages. We are always 

looking for what you amy have to say abou caregivers o caregiving in our Tucson  

Community. Just contact me or Leslie. And let’s all have a great New Year! 





New Year's resolutions have a tendency to have us focus on what is wrong and how we can work to resolve it. I mean, come on, 
we chastise ourselves for our perceived shortcomings and set unrealistic goals to change our behavior, so it’s not surprising that 
when we fail to keep resolutions, we end up feeling worse than when we started. We need to stop that! 

For me, New Year's, I like to set a few goals. Like I am setting the goal to declutter my house, cleaning out some junk drawers and 
our closets and dressers. I want to get rid of some of the old that causes clutter. It is no big deal whether I do it or not; it is no big 
deal; it is a goal I am offering myself. I am also offering myself the chance to do a few things differently, like adding a meatless 
Monday and a taco Tuesday; why not? I love tacos, and I love mushroom tacos, so maybe I can do two meatless days and, in turn 
that may help me with my health. I have no expectations; they are just goals. 

I think we need to remember to set goals and not resolutions and more importantly, we should look at things like focus on what’s 
right. What are you grateful for? What do you have that is an advantage? Even being still alive is something to be appreciative of – 
each day is a new chance to make your life what you would like it to be. See how far you’ve come. Look back over the past year to 
see the progress you’ve made. Reflect on your successes, and let it motivate you to keep moving in the right direction. 

Another thing you can do is start to compare yourself only to yourself. You will never be anyone else but you, and that is a good 
thing. How boring would it be if we were all the same? All you can really try to achieve is to be the best you that you can be. Do 
not be like your friends or people you admire, just be you because the best you are is more than enough. Take the time to look at 
how far you have come. Try not to focus on what is not achieved, focus on what is achieved. 

We need to remember that the new year does not have to be a brand new you. Take the time to do something fun and adven-
turous and prioritize your health over punishing yourself. You know, "Look at what I did not get done." It is healthier to say, "Look 
what I did get done."  If you find yourself struggling to give yourself grace and putting pressure on yourself, it may be time to reach 
out to a mental health professional. They can provide more tools on ways to set goals and how to create healthy boundaries with 
yourself. 

Finally Round up your personal cheerleading squad and keep them close at hand. If you do not have a good support team, then 
that can be a great goal. If your goal is to eat healthier, consider asking a friend or family member to grocery shop with you to  
remind you to make more nutritious shopping choices, she says. Or invite a friend over to cook a healthy meal with you. Other 
members of your support team could include your doctor, a therapist, a personal trainer, an exercise buddy, or a peer support 
group, the road to support is endless. 

Enjoy your New Year and all you have is you best at the moment, so focus on that rather than when you are not at your best. 
Make this year about going slower, stopping and giving yourself some break both mentally physically and spiritually. Be mindful 
and kindful to yourself. I wish you all the best for this New Year. 

Let’s Try on New Year’s Goals—By Tyler Woods 

Well, happy New Year, everyone. It is hard to believe it is 2024 

already. We all get so busy time just moves so fast. I know 

many people make resolutions for the new year, and I am here 

to tell you that unrealistic New Year’s resolutions will only 

multiply the stress we feel at times.  









They will not know that something is wrong unless you report symptoms, or your symptoms are visible or show up on lab work or x

-rays. Know your body. If something feels off, tell your provider. 

Know what your priorities are and communicate those with your providers. As we age, most people have comorbidities. Treatment 

for one condition may contribute to another medical concern. If you know that, then you can discuss what the best treatment  

options are for both conditions and your overall health, based on your priorities. Is your priority quantity of life or quality of life? 

What defines quality of life for you? Being pain free? Being as active as you can be? Being able to eat what you want even if it has 

some negative health effects? You have choices. 

Is your doctor a good fit? Ask yourself: Am I comfortable being honest with my doctor about any concerns? Do they listen to me? 

Do they know what my priorities are? Do they let me ask questions? Do they answer my questions in a way that I understand? Do 

they provide enough information for me to make informed decisions? Do they let me make the decisions about my care or do they 

tell me what I must do? Do they treat me with respect? Can I reach my doctor in a reasonable amount of time? Is their staff  

helpful? Do they explain side effects of any new medications? If I had a poor prognosis, would they tell me what my options were, 

or would they continue to treat my symptoms without telling me that I had a choice? Would they explain the consequences of 

choosing not to pursue treatment and help me find supportive services? If you do not feel comfortable enough to talk openly with 

your doctor, or you cannot reach them, it may be time to find another provider. 

Prepare for medical appointments to get the most out of them. Complete lab or x-rays and take a complete medication list, I 

ncluding dosage and frequency and all over-the-counter medications. Keep all your doctors informed of any medication changes 

and lab results. Write down your questions before the appointment and make a copy for your doctor.  

If you do not feel that you will be able to discuss concerns or remember what the doctor says, take a friend or advocate to take 

notes and help remember your questions.  

Get to know your pharmacist. They are part of your medical team, and they have a wealth of knowledge about all medications, 

how they interact, side effects and alternatives. 

Your health is a team project. Know your body, know your priorities, and pick good team members. 

Beth Fuller, BSW, CMC TLC Coordination and Advocacy 

Start Your New Year by Planning to Get The Best Medical Care You Can 

Start the new year with a plan to get the best medical care possible. Here are some tips that will help 

you ensure that for you and anyone you are caring for. 

Unfortunately, many people believe doctors will somehow know when something is wrong. Doctors cannot 

read your mind. They do not know what you are thinking, what questions you have, or how you are feeling.  





If you, a resident, or a resident’s family member and are looking for equipment and supplies think of and call Integrity 

Treatment Solutions.  Integrity Treatment Solutions carries respiratory equipment such as Oxygen, CPAP supplies,  

Nebulizers, Peak Flow Meters, and aerochamber devices to be used with an inhaler.  We carry knee scooters, walkers, 

wheelchairs, and walking canes.  Ever find your resident in need of a hospital bed and mattress and can’t get one?  We 

can get you a hospital bed and mattress and set up for you in your residence.  Difficulty finding quality pull ups, tab  

diapers, chux (disposable and non-disposable), or large cleaning wipes?  Look no further.  Let us know what you are in 

need of and we will work with you to get you the equipment and supplies you are looking for.   

Integrity Treatment Solutions is locally owned by two Respiratory Therapists who have been in the medical field like many 

of you.  We are a non-contract, hassle free company.  We get it and understand our seniors who are in need of special 

care. 

Please feel free to reach out to us for support and if we do not have what you are looking for we have other companies 

we work with to refer you to. 

Thank you kindly, 

Kim and David Krepp 

(O) 520-274-4830 

Monday – Friday 9-5aturday 9-1 

Call for holiday hours  www.itscpap.com 

http://www.itscpap.com


Home Medical Care L.L.C. is a house calls practice that is owned and 

operated by an adult geriatric nurse practitioner who has been treating 

patients in their homes for 25 years. Over the past 25 years, it became 

more and more obvious that patients should not have to neglect their 

medical needs just because they cannot get to their doctor’s office. 

Having a house calls provider allows patients  more flexibility with their 

medical needs. 

Patients no longer have to worry about transportation, or not  

feeling well enough to make an appointment, or having a love one to 

take off work to bring them to a doctor’s office. 

Medical house calls also appeal to  patients that are too sick to drive 

to the doctor’s office; or patients who fear  getting sick while sitting 

in a waiting room full of germs; or  patients that don’t want to face 

the traffic that ensues while driving to the doctor’s office. 

Home visits allow for a more one-on-one relationship with your  

provider. 

Why not be seen in the comfort of your own home for the same 

cost? 

A provider that is totally committed to treating patients in their own 

home. 

A provider that has worked in the community for 20 years. 

A provider that understands all the obstacles of living in your own 

home after a serious illness or injury. 

A provider who has a wonderful network of community  

agencies to assist with your care if needed. 

There is Nothing Like Home 



SMOKY CHEDDAR TWISTS 

INGREDIENTS 

1 sheet puff pastry, thawed if frozen 

1 to 2 teaspoons chipotle chili powder or smoked paprika 

6 ounces sharp cheddar cheese, freshly grated 

1 large egg + 1 teaspoon water, lightly beaten for egg wash 

INSTRUCTIONS  

Preheat the oven to 425 degrees F. Line a baking sheet with 

parchment paper. 

Place the puff pastry sheet on the parchment. Sprinkle all over 

with the chipotle chili powder (this is a bit spicy) or the smoked 

paprika (more smoky, less spice!). Cover with the grated cheddar 

cheese. Lightly press down to press the cheese to the pastry. 

Use a pizza cutter and slice the pastry into 1-inch strips (I cut it 

from top to bottom, with the sheet horizontal). Take each of 

those strips and gently twist it from the edges and the center. 

Twist it four or five times. Don’t worry if there is cheese on the 

parchment - it will become crispy and delicious! 

Brush the pastry twists with the egg wash. Bake for 20 to 25 

minutes, until puffed and golden brown. Remove and serve  

immediately! 

Source: https://www.howsweeteats.com/2020/11/smoky-

cheddar-twists/ 










